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The systems approach to SEA & ESIA

The ESIA/SEA system

In the past 20 years, the NCEA has contributed to the
strengthening of ESIA and SEA systems in about 30 low
and middle-income countries. Starting point for our ap-

Regulatory framework for

proach is the idea that if we want to understand SEA or

ESIA/SEA

ESIA effectiveness, we need to take into consideration the
whole SEA/ESIA system in the country.

Awareness and commitment
for ESIA/SEA, including funding

The NCEA defines an ESIA/SEA system as the interaction
of individual ESIA and SEA processes, the capacity of organisations with responsibilities in those processes and
the quality of a coherent set of ‘functions’ that are necessary for effective ESIA/SEA practice.

ESIA/SEA education and

Capacities of

professional training

ESIA/SEA

Advice on ESIA/SEA procedure

organisations

actors and
and practice (helpdesk)

This means that we do not only look at individual
ESIAs/SEAs or the capacity of organisations with ESIA/SEA
responsibilities, but also include the ESIA/SEA regulatory

Monitoring of implementation
of ESIA/SEA instrument

framework, awareness and commitment, education, and

Professional exchange on

compliance and enforcement after permitting. This so-

ESIA/SEA

called systems approach is based on the practical experience we have gained in our work.
Better performance (numbers and quality of

Levels

ESIAs/SEAs)

We distinguish three levels in our systems approach:
a)

b)

c)

At the system level, we look at key functions that

Performance indicators

should be fulfilled within a system to enable good

For each level, we have identified key results that should

practice ESIA or SEA. We have identified six key

be achieved if each function, capacity or process were to

functions (in the left column of the graph on this page)

perform well. Each result is subsequently translated into a

that, in the view of the NCEA, need to be fulfilled for

set of indicators, including the means of verification that

an ESIA/SEA system to be effective.

allow assessment of the progress on that result.

The organisation level is about the capacities of actors
that have a role in the ESIA or SEA system (right

Where do we intervene?

column of the graph). An important component is to

The systems approach allows us to understand who the

develop mechanisms that secure the capacities that

actors in a specific ESIA/SEA system are, and which role

have been developed. We structure work at this level

each of them plays. Whether we actually work on all the

using the 5Cs – see the table at the next page.

levels of the system in a country depends on which actor

At the process level, we look at how individual

requests assistance, and on local priorities and available

ESIA/SEA processes are undertaken.

resources.
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Capability

Relevance to ESIA/SEA

C1: to

Does the organisation have a legal basis

commit &

for commitments, the ability to plan & take

act

decisions in a concerted way, leadership?

C2: to

Is there sufficient technical knowledge to

deliver

perform tasks, access to external
knowledge, resource base?

C3: to

Does the organisation maintain networks

relate

and relationships required to perform
task?

C4: to

Is learning encouraged? How does the or-

adapt &

ganisation anticipate and respond to a

self-renew

changing context?

C5: to

Are vision and strategy, tools and working

maintain

procedures in place to support consistent

coherence

ways of working?

The 5Cs: organisational capabilities required for actors to
perform effectively within the ESIA/SEA system

How is the Systems approach useful?
Awareness raising – the systems approach has proven to
be an easy-to-use tool for an initial, interactive assessment of the functions and actors in the system and how
they perform. This allows people to become aware of the
system’s architecture and how it operates in practice.
Priority setting – a logical next step is the identification
and discussion of the most pressing needs in a country.
When more in-depth analysis is wanted, SWOT analyses
such as the NCEAs ‘ESIA mapping tool’ or SAIEA’s ‘Barometer’ are a useful addition.
Planning & programming – the priorities identified during
a needs assessment serve as a basis for the development
of joint programmes for cooperation on ESIA and SEA systems strengthening.

apply the NCEA’s systems approach. They analyse the SEA
situation in their country according to this framework, and
discuss the challenges in developing their SEA system.

Relevant publications
The following NCEA publications shed more light on our
systems approach and ESIA mapping:
•

A systems approach on ESIA effectiveness (2014)

•

A systems approach on SEA effectiveness (2014)

•

Key sheet 14 on ESIA mapping (2015)

NCEA Services
The main services the NCEA provides abroad are:
•

ments of environmental assessments of plans, pro-

Monitoring & evaluation – the pre-defined and readily
available sets of performance indicators are used to set up
systematic M&E for the cooperation programmes.

Recent experiences
The NCEA has started using the systems approach as a
planning, programming and monitoring tool in Rwanda
and more recently in countries such as Ethiopia, Madagascar and Zambia. Increasingly, partners are also using it as
a structuring tool for their own work.
The NCEA is happy to support others in using the approach. For example, in the international SEA training programme funded by the Swedish International Development co-operation Agency (Sida), the participants also

advice on Terms of Reference for, and quality assessgrammes and projects;

•

strengthening of impact assessment systems for ESIA
and SEA in partner countries;

•

capacity development on ESIA and SEA;

•

helpdesk: on our website you can find advisory reports, key sheets, publications and videos on different
aspects of our work. Furthermore, the website offers
a country database with ESIA/ SEA legislation for over
40 countries, including all Dutch partner countries.
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